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Stream of Opportunity
Ripples of Transformation is organized around the concept of family 
engagement as a continuing stream of opportunities for families:

1) Engaging with their children: Families enhance their role as 
the child’s “first teacher” through learning about their child’s 
development, building a network and getting support for basic 
needs and parenting challenges.

2) Shaping programs and services: Families partner with 
organizations to  inform decisions, participate in planning and 
delivery of services and develop their leadership.

3) Influencing policies and systems: Families use their voices 
and experiences to advocate for improved, family-centered, 
equity-driven systems, programs and services.



Engaging families 
IS systems change, 
shifting how 
policies are decided 
and services are 
delivered
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First Teacher

• Understands child’s needs and strengths

• Bonds through interaction

• Makes care decisions

• Accesses support

One of the first roles families play as their children’s First Teacher is learning 
about their needs for optimal health, accessing resources, and advocating for 
their care. 



Participant

• Builds skills, knowledge, resiliency

• Develops a support network

• Provides program feedback

Workshops and support groups help families build a network. Not only do these 
networks help families to be more confident, they can also be vital for accessing 
services from complex, bureaucratic systems. 



Volunteer

• Develops skills and knowledge

• Takes on a defined role

• Represents the program

• Builds community

Volunteering allows families to “try on” new responsibilities and begin to see 
themselves as agents of change. Volunteer roles can be formal, but can also be 
organic, an extension of a parent’s development as a leader.



Partner

• Identifies needs, plans and evaluates

• Engages in program decision making

• Represents the organization

• Mentors other parents

Partnering means doing with families, not doing for them. Families can also play 
a powerful role providing peer education and mentoring.



Leader

• Engages in agency decision making

• Advocates for children and families

• Engages and educates other parents

• Develops and leads projects

Leadership means different things to different people. For some, leadership 
begins as a result of participating in a program or system. For others, 
leadership emerges in response to life events.



Advocate

• Decides policy priorities

• Testifies to policy makers

• Serves on Boards and Commissions

• Organizes other families

Every parent and caregiver is an advocate for their child. 
Advocating for systemic change gives policy “issues” a human face 
and ensures that policies are shaped by families’ experiences and 
needs. 



Hand in Hand

In order for family engagement to be truly transformative, organizations must be 
ready to work with families as partners to co-create programs and policies. This 
requires fundamental shifts in attitudes and structures, from the leadership to the 
front-line staff. These are the key strategies for shaping programs and services with 
parents:

• Developing values and principles that support family

• Engagement and leadership

• Building capacity to consistently support families and staff in new roles

• Sharing power with families, even if their actions challenge “business as usual”



LESSONS FOR 
AGENCY 
LEADERS 

More than any training or 
program, relationships
motivate
families to continue on 
the leadership journey.

Ripples of Transformation Toolkit:
https://cssp.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/FirstFive-EngagementToolkit-5.pdf


